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Abstract— In cities now a days the problem of traffic 

congestion is increasing gradually. Around 60% of the 

population are urban residents. To accommodate all the needs 

of transportation of population more vehicles are required to 

keep the demand of shortage of vehicles. So more vehicles 

means more traffic congestion. Cities are mainly affected by 

traffic congestion. Just due to heavy traffic India lost about 

$21.3 billion annually. Here Internet of things (IoT) can play 

an important role in the solving problem of traffic congestion 

.We are using Ultrasonic sensor to get the density of each lane 

in traffic lanes. Based on the density of each lane traffic signal 

would flash the stretch of green. This system will help 

dynamically control the traffic signals, which will be helpful 

in reducing traffic congestion as well it will reduce losses 

occurs due to traffic jams. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

World’s most of the cities are facing heavy problem of heavy 

traffic jams due to increasing number of vehicles per year. 

Traffic not only create economic losses but also many times 

due to heavy traffic jams medical emergency ambulances get 

stuck in the jams which is very dangerous in live saving 

emergency. Here comes our project into action which can sort 

out these problems easily. The Internet of things (IoT) plays 

a major role in our project .Since Internet of Thing (IoT) is 

fastest emerging technology to create our life more 

comfortable and smart based on newest technology. Iot 

makes virtual connection between devices and internet to 

connect devices to the internet. Iot hence can be major step 

toward smart traffic control system for overcrowded 

population. Iot needs a database for storage of the data. This 

paper present forward the way of smart traffic control system 

using IoT sensors like Ultrasonic sensors and RFID. 

 Traffic signals are used so that crossroads can be 

managed easily. Three colour traffic lights re used including 

red, green and yellow. In which red denotes to stop flow of 

traffic while green colour signals the vehicles to move for 

particular lane. There are many existing system which uses 

dynamic traffic control system but none of them ever focused 

on the emergency condition, how to allow emergency 

vehicles to move even in heavy traffic jams. So we have 

introduced this also in our system to make our proposed 

system more robust and dynamic than other current systems. 

We are using Ultrasonic sensors to get the density of the 

particular lanes which will be sent to the cloud storage for 

data storage and then that data will be processed for taking 

decision for how much strength of time green light is to be 

given for particular lane .If density of vehicles is more than 

threshold value then the span green light will be increased for 

that particular lane, similarly if the density is less than the 

threshold value then the green signal time will be reduced. In 

this way our dynamic traffic management will work. 

 Also we are going to use RFID sensor for the 

purpose of emergency vehicle detection .We are using 

Arduino UNO for processing work of our project. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In [1] Internet of things based automatic traffic control system 

with real time update capability is implemented using 

Raspberry pi to reduce traffic congestion from cities. It also 

uses ultrasonic sensors to detect density of traffic. It is useful 

in the reducing traffic burden on cities. 

 In [2] Traffic monitoring system based on the RFID 

is done .Natural parameters like climate conditions are also 

read, it has RFID vehicles which is used to count vehicles 

smoothly and get the exact count of vehicles in the particular 

lane .This works in way that when whenever vehicles having 

RFID tags passes through the particular post then the RFID 

reader reads the tag and vehicle is being detected which gives 

exact number of the count. This system is very accurate in 

counting the number of the vehicles and their detection than 

any other method. 

 In [3] Dynamic traffic control system is proposed 

using the camera sensor and embedded system. It uses 

distributed constraint satisfaction problem (DCSP) method to 

determine time of traffic signal particularly for each lane. It 

also uses principal component analysis (PCA) which is used 

to analyse and for classifying object on video frame to detect 

the vehicles in each lane. This system uses Beagle Board for 

its implementation .It is robust system since using image 

analysis the count of vehicle is detected and then used to 

manipulate the traffic signals. 

 In [4] system named Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network 

(VANET) is used which provides both Roadside to vehicle 

communication and inter vehicle communication services .To 

collect existing traffic condition and to deliver the traffic 

control information to vehicles Intelligent Transportation 

System (ITS), VANET is used . Many road side units are used 

to collect the traffic data. The advantage of this system is that 

it is future ready since it is used to vehicle inter 

communication so it is useful in driverless vehicles, which is 

under rapid development phase. 

 In [5] Real time detection of vehicles is done 

through twitter stream analysis. Data obtained from twitter 

like locations is used to get the density in the particular 

analysis of density in particular lanes. This system uses text 

mining technology since about 35% of the twitter tweets are 

useless which can’t be used for any evaluation, so high level 

text mining technology is used to get details of density of 

vehicles in particular space. 

 In [6] Device to device interaction analysis in IoT 

based smart traffic management system is followed. Device 

to device interaction is main focused in this system .Which 

can be used to implement lane occupancy projects and other 

application. This system uses methodologies like inductive 

loop detection, video analysis as data capture unit to track 

traffic density. 
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 In [7] traffic control system is mainly focused on 

developing countries scenario rather than of developed 

countries .This methods uses method including updates of 

social networking sites ,uses of cameras for image 

recognition ,use of on road sensor and using of GPS data. In 

this way we can get maximum accuracy of density of traffic 

in developing country like India specially. 

III. EXITING SYSTEM 

Existing system uses fixed duration traffic light system .In 

this way here traffic signal does not depend on the density of 

the lanes to change it dynamically. It is fixed like in India we 

are using .Many times when the particular lane is empty then 

also they get the same duration of green light as compared to 

lanes having large number of vehicles in that lane. Also there 

is no method of emergency situation handling like if 

ambulance carrying a person is coming in traffic it gets stuck. 

So new method of traffic control is required which should be 

economic and eco-friendly as well as robust so that it can 

support future expansion. Also due to existing traffic control 

which uses three way system of color’s red, green and yellow 

is being not suitable for large cities where traffic congestion 

is very common. Also maintenance of current traffic system 

is very difficult. If something to be repaired then cost will also 

be high. Also current system is not ready for driverless 

vehicles. Also some existing systems are using CCTV 

cameras for the vehicles density detection but they have 

problem of storage of large data and they uses image 

recognition which means if any vehicle doesn’t come under 

their angle then that vehicle will not be counted in density of 

that lane. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Proposed system is based on the manipulation of the traffic 

signal automatically based on the density of particular lane. 

If the density of any particular lane is more than the others 

than it will automatically change the time of green signal for 

some longer time than the normal ones to reduce the 

congestion more efficiently than the normal ones, similarly if 

the traffic in particular lane is lower than normal then the 

green signal duration will be reduced than regular one. This 

system is based on the use of Ultrasonic sensor which will get 

the count of vehicle, which gives the density of the vehicles 

in the lane. Each lane will be having ultrasonic sensors fitted 

with them .Ultrasonic sensor will then send the data collected 

to cloud storage from there then it will undergo data analysis 

which will then sends the decision of duration for the green 

signal for particular lane whose data was collected. In this 

way Internet of things plays a major role in our proposed 

model. Also we have used RFID sensors to read emergency 

vehicles like those of ambulances, if RFID reader reads the 

tag of emergency vehicle then the automatically that lane will 

get green signal and other lanes will get immediate red signal 

also buzzer will start to indicate that emergency is there in 

lane. So to make working every emergency vehicle should be 

having fitted with the RFID tags. Proposed system is very 

robust and having ability to improve with time. 

V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Our system works in three steps to completely work. It 

includes process 1 .process 2 and process 3. Process 1 

includes getting raw data from sensors while process 2 does 

send data from local server to cloud storage .Process 3 work 

is to do analysis of collected data and then take decision. 

 Our system includes Arduino as for microcontroller 

purpose and other module is given in the fig 1. 

 
Fig. 1: 

A. Process 1 

 
Fig. 2: 

The Arduino is the traffic light controller which receives the 

collected sensor data and manages the traffic lights by 

switching between green, yellow and red. Also it stores the 

data captured from sensor to local server. The Arduino 

computes the number of cars in the street of the intersection 

it is monitoring based on the distances measured by the 

ultrasonic sensor. The Arduino then sends the number of cars 

every minute to the local server. 

B. Process 2: 

 
Fig. 3: 

The local server exchanges the number of cars received with 

the cloud server in order to train and update the machine 

learning algorithm to better predict the changes in timings of 

the traffic light .More specifically, the cloud server uses a 

logarithmic equation that takes the data received (number of 

cars) as input then determines the seconds of green needed 

for a smooth traffic flow. This calculated time of green is then 

compared to the current actual time the green light is on (this 

data is saved is a database on the cloud server). The server 

then comes up with a decision: if the current actual green time 

is less that the calculated time the decision is to increase the 

green time, else the decision is to decrease the green time. 
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C. Process 3 

 
Fig. 4: 

The server then comes up with a decision: if the current actual 

green time is less that the calculated time the decision is to 

increase the green time, else the decision is to decrease the 

green time. This decision is sent back to the local server and 

then forwarded to the controller which adjusts the green time 

accordingly. 

VI. RESULTS 

 
Fig. 5: 

The designed system is enforced, realized electronically, and 

tested to make sure complete validation of its operations and 

functions. The present style may be promoted on intersection 

with double roads. To check the system performance, traffic 

information is recorded and downloaded to laptop platform 

and applying math information analysis studies to higher 

perceive the traffic flows between the intersections. 

 Whenever the density of particular lane increases 

then the time of particular green signal increases by about 

30% that is from normal 40 seconds to about 60 seconds .This 

makes the traffic signal more dynamic and more robust. 

VII. FUTURE WORK 

Future enhancements may be supplementary like crossing 

button, delay temporal order displays, moreover as 

automotive accident and failure modes. The combination of 

various traffic controllers at many junctions are going to be 

investigated within the future so as to accomplish an entire 

synchronization. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

A lot of economical and safe traffic scheme has been 

developed which give commuters with live update of the road 

condition in a very safe way. Within the traditional timer 

traffic system, the lane signals are operated one after another 

supporting a hard and fast set timer. This causes traffic jam 

on a high lane because of wasted time on a traffic lane, and 

this additionally restricts the utilization of latest technology. 

The automatic-controlled traffic system mentioned in this 

paper will cut back the time spent by commuters on traffic 

signals and cut back traffic jam on busy lanes caused by 

unessential signals on empty lanes. It may guarantee safety of 

pedestrian’s victimization the buzzer alert if vehicles block 

the pedestrian crossing. It may facilitate commuters reroute 

their destinations victimization the live traffic update from 

the web site. This IoT primarily based machine-controlled 

traffic system are often a big step towards the event of future 

sensible cities. 
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